Abstract-In order to overcome disadvantages of traditional single machine mobile video surveillance and intelligence gathering system, such as higher technical complexity, more expensive, and more slowly, a new android-based vehicular distributed intelligent video collection system is integrated by GPS, photograph, camera, network communication, 3G, IPC, H.264 encoder/decoder, wireless communication and other electronic technologies, software technologies, and smart mobile devices. Requirements, construction, control, architecture, design and runtime procedure of this new system is introduced then. Testing at last shows high performance and advantages of this new system. Great scientific research value, market prospects, and further research directions are summary in conclusions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many application scenarios require moving equipment to do video collection and image acquisition, such as complex areas of geological exploration and information collection, the earthquake site searching, high-risk area searching, underground space exploration and irregular area to visit, traffic systems and so on [1] .
Traditional searching systems rely on traditional video surveillance system via cable or fiber optic video signal transmission to the monitoring command center. But due to limitations of cable, it is not conducive to the rapid expansion of structures and functions of the system. Traditional mobile video surveillance and intelligence gathering systems are mostly based on robot construction, which involve a number of specialized complexity techniques: body infrared sensors, cameras, computers, ultrasonic sensors, temperature detectors, artificial intelligence and so on. Usually a single machine finishes all the operation in this kind of system, which has the disadvantages of higher technical complexity, more expensive, and more slowly than distributed systems. If video capture and unmanned operations are needed in a large area, the efficiency is very low. So a new system with the ability of multi-instrument and distributed collaborative work is needed. With the rapid development of 3G wireless networks and the popularity of intelligent systems, intelligent video surveillance systems based on wireless monitoring systems have great research value, good development spaces and a better future.
Along with the popular smart mobile market, mobile data traffic continues to surge, a variety of systems and applications based on mobile Internet and mobile devices emerging, mobile Internet has become the trend [2] . Various of remote video monitoring mode has gradually replaced the traditional way of centralized monitoring local simulation, becomes a significant means to ensure the people's life and the life and property, especially in the disaster, business, bank, public security, military and other applications. The low cost and various functions of smart devices make them an attractive alternative to the traditional vehicular accident detection systems [3] .
Mobile smart devices offer more diverse and rich functionalities currently. For example, Google android smart devices and Apple smart devices represent a wealth of features and provide advanced services such as network communication, real-time location and so on. These features provide the foundation for building android-based vehicular distributed intelligent video collection system. With the advent and popularity of feature-rich smart mobile devices, using android system to build a vehicular distributed intelligent video collection system is possible. All kinds of video and audio equipments had been already widely applied in vehicular systems. For example, Chen M C, Chen J L, Chang T W. proposed Android/OSGi-based vehicular network management system [4] ; R.C. Hsu and L.R. Chen discussed integrated embedded system architecture for invehicle telematics and infotainment system [5] ; which provides a lot of inspirations and reference value to our work.
However, there exist some important problems in realizing android-based vehicular distributed intelligent video collection system. The bandwidth of 3G wireless communication is limited, and real-time video surveillance system requires clear video information, which will generate a lot of data. Thus, efficient coding techniques and compression techniques are required.
II. CONSTRUCTION THE ANDROID BASED DISTRIBUTED INTELLIGENT VIDEO COLLECTION SYSTEM

A. Android Global Place System
Today, there are more and more mobile applications for smart phones apply GPS technologies to finish collecting users` position information and providing all kinds of services. For example, many services including advertisements, games, instant messengers make full use of users` position information to make themselves more attractive and useful to users [6, 7] . Google map provides a clearer global positioning system, with which global positioning and tracking can be achieved in 3G network, which greatly facilitates the relevant application software development, greatly reducing the cost of equipments. Related critical interfaces and classes are as listed in TABLE I and TABLE II [8] .
B. Socket Communication System
Android system is based on the linux kernel, and inherently supports multi-threaded socket communication and multi-process concurrent processing. These techniques are the basis for distributed systems. The following APIs are support in android bionic library. And the upper layer android applications can obtain and store their data via sockets, HTTP connections and other means from java.net.* and android.net.*. Frequently-used socket API [9, 27 ]is as follows: Android system is built based on linux kernel, and linux kernel supports both TCP [10] and UDP [11] protocols, which makes communication possible via a 3G network among the android devices.
C. Multi-Process/Thread Communication Mechanism
The common multi-process/process communication mechanism including: message queue, mutex, semarphone, signal, barrier, pipe, shared memory, and so on. These flexible mechanisms provide great foundation and convenient manner to the implementation of distributed systems based on android.
D. Android Devices and Related Device Drivers Support
Android is based on Linux kernel, so it easy to add a new device into the SOC system for android, such as all kinds of USB devices. Android also supports camera and photo, which is the most convent facilitated to record the videos and scene which we may focus on.
E. H.264
With the rapid developments and improvements of video coding technology and standardization [12, 13] [16] is widely used in wired and wireless remote video monitoring, network interactive media, digital television and video conferencing, and so on. The coding efficiency of H.264 is higher than the H.263. It is able to save an average of more than 50% of the rate with quality video footage and network adaptability and so on. Therefore, the H.264 standard is widely used in wired/wireless remote video monitoring, network interactive media, digital television and video conferencing. In this paper, we describes a distributed intelligent video collection system with H.264 encoding technology, photographic technology, 3G wireless network communication technology, and the services provided by the android system including camera technology, global positioning technology and network communication. 
F. Search Area Partitions
With the GPS system and google map services of Android, it easy to locate the area we want to do video collection. For example, one of the disaster area is shown in figure 1 . We divide it into several partitions, each partition will mark with 3-D coordinates of google map, and a mobile video collection device will enter into one partition and do video collection, which is shown in figure 1 .
Based on android devices, video collection devices own a bluetooth device to control the car or helicopter which carries the android devices to move from one place to another. They communicate with each other by socket through 3G internets or temporary internet/WIFI, which is shown in the following figure 2. There is one master device in the system to coordinate and control all the other slave devices. The initialization steps of distributed video collections are as follows:
(1) The operator requests the master device to draw area range by GUI (Graphics User Interface). Android Google Maps provide APIs and services to get a roadmap from place A to place B, so each slave device will use these services to determine the roadmaps of video collections. With the above controls, peoples are able to control each device to collect videos and photographs in the specified areas with roadmaps specified by peoples. 
III. HOW TO CONTROL VEHICLE-MOUNTED TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT BY ANDROID SYSTEM
Automotive operating systems are very significant in vehicles [17] . Android is a smart operating system, which supports a lot of devices and drivers including USB devices, bluetooth devices, WIFI devices and so on, by which android platforms communicate with and control the vehicular system. Android software stack [8] is shown in figure 4 as follows. As we stated in the introduction, Android is based on linux kernel, which supports all kinds of devices. So, the new device drivers should be added into the linux kernel layer.
The vehicle-mounted transportation equipment could be controlled by bluetooth devices. Bluetooth devices and related driver for vehicle-mounted android systems is shown in figure 5 .
The Ffmpeg is a complete, cross-platform solution to record, convert and stream audio and video, it is the leading multimedia framework, able to decode, encode, transcode, mux, demux, stream, filter and play pretty much anything that humans and machines have created, which supports the most obscure ancient formats up to the cutting edge [21] . With the help of ffmpeg, this system is able to be built with more cheap hardware devices, which reduces much cost.
IV. ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGNS
As we stated above, because some android devices do not support H.264 encoder, so it is necessary to provide software solution to support H.264 encoder. We choose to port ffmpeg library to android [22] . As shown in figure 6 , the network communication and video collection components in the android-based intelligent video collection system includes two parts: one is for master device, the other is for slave device. Master devices provide such functions as monitoring the specified port, maintenance of passive connections, receiving, buffering, handling messages and decoding H.264 format data from slave devices, while slave devices provide such functions as initiating active connections, maintenance of active connections, receiving and sending messages and encoding H.264 format data. Devices will choose GPU or ffmpeg libraries to encode and decode the H.264 format data according to the configurations specified by GUI or the actual computing abilities of CPU and GPU. Master devices use a single thread to monitor the specific port to send or receive network messages and use a thread pool to handle H.264 format data, which separates the procedure of sending/receiving network messages and the procedure of handling network messages, makes these two parts low coupling and improves the system performance. At the same time, both slave devices and master devices make use of the intraprocess message queueing mechanism that provides the following capabilities:
(1) All the items in the message queues are created dynamically, which means the memories occupied by these data are allocated when data are really produced instead of preallocating. This memory usage mechanism improves the memory usage ratio.
(2) It allows messages items to be enqueued at the front or tail of the queue, or in order according to the priority of messages. Similarly, messages can be dequeued from the front or tail of the queue, which provides the flexible and extensible data buffering capabilities. (3) All queues provides appropriate concurrent mechanisms to allow multi-thread to access queue concomitantly, which makes full use of the concurrency of android system and improves the system performance. V. RUNTIME PROCEDURE Figure 7 shows the runtime procedure of android-based vehicular distributed intelligent video collection system:
( 
VI. PERFORMANCE TESTING
We did the testing with the following hardware devices and configurations: Quad-core processor platform with Android 4.2 and 3G network with the speed of 1000Mps.
Testing at last shows high performance and advantages of this new system, especially taking the GPU as the main H.264 data decoder, which is shown in figure 8 as follows.
The total changing tendency of average CPU usage, memory usage and the number of online CPUs according to the size of H.264 data are as follows:
As we known, current android smart devices make full usage of CPU hotplug and power management technologies in linux kernel to save power. When system is not verybusy, some CPUs may be hotplugged out from the system; while system is busy, these CPUs will be hotplugged in system again. The result shows multiple distributed vehicular mobile devices coordination with each other will make search time greatly reduced, because the video are collected by multiple devices in a distributed environment, at the same time, GPS, wireless communication, video, socket communications, photographs and other services provided by android system can better meet these needs and requirements.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The android-based vehicular distributed intelligent video collection system takes full advantages of socket communication, multimedia services, embedded drivers and devices support, inter-process communication and GPS services provided by android platform, provides H.264 format data decoder supports based on both hardware(GPU) and software(ffmpeg) solutions. Thanks to these services provide by android platform and well designs, it gains great flexibility and convenience, reduces the cost of traditional video collection systems greatly.
The development process provides good reference value for the development and research of similar systems. This system can reduces the disaster damage to human body, improve abilities of scene searching, camera, and real-time transmission services. This system can be applied in more complex environment, such as fire blasting, earthquake, and many other fields with potential dangers, and hasa very wide application scenarios, great scientific research value and market prospects.
It is highly in need to make further research on the software performance optimization. The performance result shows there may be some potential performance improvements points in software design and implementation of this system. Performance profiling tools should be applied to find out the software hotspots and do software optimization to get performance improvement.
